The series *History and Literature* currently contains seven publications, and more are planned. The idea of this project is to present historiography of the Orthodox Slavs, to study the birth of their own concepts of history and its connections with the Byzantine model. Among the authors there are historians, philologists and linguists.

A good example of their interdisciplinary approach is the book presented here, which is the result of cooperation of specialists representing different fields of scholarly studies.

The work of Anna-Maria Totomanova, Ivan Božilov and Ivan Biljarski – Borilov Synodicon. Edition and Translation – has a somewhat misleading title, but in this case it is an advantage. The book does not contain simply the critical edition of Boril’s Synodicon, but a publication of the whole Palauzov manuscript as well (14th c., kept in the Sts. Cyril and Methodius National Library in Sofia – НБКМ1 289). We can find there horoses of 4th, 6th, 7th ecumenical councils, the synod of Constantinople (920 – tomus unius), the synod of Patriarch Menas (556), three prayers for liturgical use, and the Greek originals of the horoses. The text of Boril’s Synodicon is reconstructed – the editors took Palauzov manuscript as a basis for their work and compared it with Drinov copy (XVI c., НБКМ 432). Missing parts of Palauzov copy are supplemented with fragments from Drinov’s one. Variant readings, as well as lacunae in the text, are indicated in the footnotes. Paleographic characteristics of the text and the marginalia from both manuscripts complete the critical apparatus.

These manuscripts are the only two preserved copies of the Bulgarian Synodicon, which is one of the most interesting sources for Bulgarian medieval history and for history of Bulgarian language. The main part of Boril’s Synodicon is a translation of the Byzantine version. This document was proclaimed in 843, after the synod which confirmed the end of iconoclasm in Byzantine Empire. The text was re-edited and expanded a few times, and it eventually became a dogmatic encyclopedia. Initially, it contained a condemnation of the iconoclasts. Over time anathemas against heretics that appeared later were added. The Synodicon was sung every year in episcopal churches during the service on the first Sunday of Lent. In 1211, as a result of the synod of Tarnovo, it was translated into Bulgarian. The Bulgarian version continued to expand, and it eventually became a memorial book of the Bulgarian Orthodox Church.

The edition presented here contains Bulgarian and English translations. Before this, English speaking readers had available only partial translations: one by Thomas Butler2 and another by Janet and Bernard Hamilton, based on the French translation by Henri-Charles Puech and André Vaillant, confronted with the original by Yuri Stoyanov4. The historical introduction (p. 10–54) was written by Ivan Božilov. His works are well-known for his direct study of sources, and, as he declares himself, for denouncing historiographical inventions (p. 20). In the introduction to Borilov synodicon… I. Božilov gives us a summary of his ideas about situation in Bulgaria in the early XIII c. and presents few threads of the late medieval Bulgarian history which were reflected in Boril’s Synodicon. As it is impossible to write history without at least some historiographical inventions, in the introduction we can find a few preferred by the author. I discuss here the idea that Boril cooperated with Nicean basileus Theodor Laskaris in 1210–1211 (p. 22), an opinion that Bulgarian compiler of the Synodicon used Panoplia dogmatika of Euthymius Zigabenos (p. 31–32) and an identification of persons listed in anathemas 76–78 of Palauzov manuscript (P. 23a, 8–10, 11–13, 14–16) with bogomils (p. 33). The hypothesis about Nicean-Bulgarian alliance in 1211 is based on a single letter of Latin Emperor Henry universis amici suis (to all his friends)3. In this letter the Emperor informs his friends from the West about the victory over his four enemies. In fact, if we read the letter carefully we cannot find any evidence of the alliance. What we find is that Theodore Laskaris’ and Bulgarian tsar’s actions are contemporary. The discussed hypothesis is just a logical conclusion of the mentioned fact. But since Boril entered conflict twice later we can explain it another way: when Boril realised that Henry was fighting with Theodor, he decided to take advantage of the situation. Boril’s exact aims remain hidden – neither he gained anything, nor were any of his goals made clear in any of the sources. The idea of the supposed alliance, however, is commonly accepted in historiography6.

Many historians attempted to discover the place and the role of the synod of Tarnovo in Bulgarian foreign policy. Some of them, like I. Dučev, claimed that it was a part of the big political project based on the Orthodox alliance between Boril and Theodor Laskaris, when others treated the synod as an effect of the anti-heretical agitation of Pope Innocent III5. All these speculations are nothing more than historiographical inventions, and probably that is why they are omitted in the introduction to this edition.

---

1 НБКМ – Национална Библиотека „Св. св. Кирил и Методий”.

2 Т. БАРТЪР, Monumenta bulgarica – A bilingual anthology of Bulgarian texts from the 9th to the 19th centuries, Ann Arbor 1996, p. 203–215.


of Boril’s Synodicon, but since they gained so much interest among historians, the lack of a commentary on this subject is noticeable.

The idea that Panoplia dogmatica was used during the composition of Bulgarian Synodicon was once widely disputed (first proposed it M. G. Popruženko in the late 19th c., the idea was accepted by D. Obolensky). Then it was connected with searching for the sources of anathemas containing Bogomil’s dogmas which now we know were mainly translated from the letter of Patriarch Cosmas. I. Božilov recalls this idea with a different purpose in mind. He is looking for answer to the question from where the Boril’s Synodicon compiler took information about Basil the Physician, condemned under Alexius Comnenus (anathema against him is placed in P. 15b, 20 – 21a). I. Božilov reject this idea with a different purpose in mind. He is looking for answer to the question from where the Boril’s Synodicon compiler took information about Basil the Physician, condemned under Alexius Comnenus (anathema against him is placed in P. 15b, 20 – 21a). I. Božilov correctly indicates that the process of Basil the Physician was mentioned in the works of Anna Comnena, Michael Glykas and Euthymius Zigabenos. I. Božilov rejects the possibility that the Bulgarian compiler’s source was one of the first three mentioned texts with words: we could hardly suppose that these three Byzantine works were available for the Bulgarian writer. And he continues: just one possibility is left: „Panoplia dogmatica” (p. 31). The importance of Euthymius Zigabenos work was noticed from the beginning of modern historiography. It would be pointless to enumerate here writers using Panoplia dogmatica while describing history of Bogomilism or Bulgarian literature in the times of Patriarch Euthymius. Maybe this long lasting tradition led I. Božilov to exaggerate the role of Panoplia dogmatica? Supporting his supposition, he only notices that Vladislav the Grammarian put Slavic translation of the mentioned work in Zagrebian Collection from 1469 (p. 31). It is very weak evidence and I do not find anything else in favour of I. Božilov’s opinion.

There are more than 150 persons mentioned in the Palaezov manuscript of the Synodicon (in the memorial part alone I. Božilov counts 144 persons!). Among them, we find saints, heretics, Byzantine and Bulgarian Emperors, their wives, Patriarchs, episcopes, Serbian Kings, Romanian Voivodes and bojars. The authors made considerable effort to identify them. In the introduction I. Božilov presented a detailed comparison between the content of Bulgarian and Greek lists of Byzantine Emperors, Empresses and Patriarchs. Boril’s Synodicon presents not just a selection of the original list, but there are a few persons added, whom we don’t meet in the Greek versions. In the Bulgarian list, Emperor Michael III, Leon VI, Manuel I are not mentioned. The Bulgarian compiler adds instead Theodosius I, Honorius, Theodosius II and Marcian (p. 35–36). Analysing lists of Bulgarian rulers and Patriarchs, the Author points out not only persons included in the document, but primarily the excluded ones. The Author brings our attention to persons like Iaiolo, Smielets or Patriarch Basil. The analysis of the content, additions and missing information about events and persons leads I. Božilov to formulate hypothesis about 8 steps of composing Boril’s Synodicon (p. 41–46).

While analysing anathemas placed in P. 23a, 8–10, 11–13, 14–16 I. Božilov identifies the heretics condemned there (Tychicus, Aemilian, Luke and Mandaleus – the latter two with some reservations) as bogomils (p. 33). Supporting the identification, he invokes the work of D. Angelov. The cited opinion is not at all justified. It is based on the fact that two heretics among them (Moses the Bogomil, Peter of Cappadocia) are undoubtedly bogomils, and others mentioned in the same anathemas were not identified. But few lines above we can find anathemas collecting together such different heretics as Simon Magus and Arius (P. 22a, 20 – 22b, 2) or Macedonius I and Apollinaris of Laodicea (P. 22b, 8–9)! Surprisingly in the footnotes we can find that the opinion criticized here is abandoned, and Tychicus is suggested to be a Paulician, whereas Aemilian, Luke and Mandaleus are marked as unidentified (p. 329–330, 370).

To sum up, I would like to stress that in publishing Boril’s synodik... the Authors provided an excellent tool for further work with the text. Broad introduction (p. 10–86) gives readers knowledge about the circumstances in which both Byzantine (p. 10–17) and Bulgarian (p. 17–25) Synodicons appeared, detailed analysis of the translated part of the Synodicon with comparison with the original version, and commentaries about the supposed Greek prototype (p. 26–37). The introduction continues with a presentation of the Bulgarian part of the Synodicon (p. 36–52) and the part of the introduction written by I. Božilov ends with a table comparing Bulgarian and Byzantine lists of the Byzantine Emperors and Empresses (p. 52–54). Further on we find a comprehensive study of A.-M. Totomanova and I. Biljarski devoted to both Palaezov and Drinov MSS. They discussed not just the appearance of the copies, their content and their orthographical and palaeographical characteristic; the Authors published all of the marginalia giving us knowledge about the late history of MSS as well. Moreover they presented information about liturgical use of the texts placed in Palaezov copies, and Boril’s Synodicon itself. The critical edition of the main text is placed on the pages 91–178. In the edition we can find original orthography with all diacritics preserved. The table comparing rubrics of Palaezov and Drinov copies put on p. 179–195 was necessary to help us to orientate in the text because the copies differ in the order of the passages. Subsequently there are placed the Bulgarian horoses and liturgical prayers (p. 196–276) and Greek horoses (p. 277–295). This part was prepared by A.-M. Totomanova, and by A. Dimitrova (Greek part). It is followed by the Bulgarian (p. 296–316) and English translations (p. 337–358; respectively by A.-M. Totomanova and M. Paneva) with footnotes (by I. Božilov and I. Biljarski, p. 317–336) containing prosopographical, historical, textological and philological comments.

As a part of the project История и историзъм в православния славянски свят. Изследвания в чест на проф. д-р Ив. Бойков (History and Historicism in the Slavic Orthodox World. Study of Historical Thought) under which Борилов синодик... were published, the scientific conference in Veliko Tarnovo was organised between 29.04–01.05. 2011 Търновов – духовен и книжовен център през XIII в. (Търновов – spiritual and literary centre in XIII c.). A significant number of papers was devoted to Boril’s Synodicon. The hope of the Authors that their work will give a new impetus to the study of this text (p. 386) was fulfilled.
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